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What is affiliate marketing? 
In simple terms, it means you will be rewarded for helping businesses promote their products or
services on your website. You can receive a commission for driving the buyer to the seller’s site
after they make a purchase. Here is how it works:

Online courses
Software
Equipment
Physical products
Books & magazines

Affiliate products/services can include:

3 Rules of Affiliate Marketing: 

1. Only recommend products/services you personally use or have tried.

2. Don’t recommend anything that isn't helpful to your audience.

3. Show your audience rather than telling them why they should purchase the affiliate product.
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Affiliate product brainstorming
Take a few minutes to do a quick brain dump to hone in on what you can promote to your
audience. Think of any products or services that are related to your blog niche that you can
recommend. Focus on things that you have personally used and you know would help your
audience.

Niche:
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Affiliate pOST OUTLINE
The next step is writing a valuable blog post that will show your audience why you love the
affiliate product/service. Pick 1 of the items you you listed and fill out the draft below so that you
can start creating a post that recommends the affiliate product.

BLOG POST TITLE:

Affiliate ProDUCT YOU WILL BE PROMOTING:

Unique AFFiliate link:

Content upgrade :

Focus on creating content that will solve your audience's questions or problems. You need to
show your audience how and why you are recommending this affiliate product. To do this you
should write a review or tutorial blog post.
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Affiliate pOST OUTLINE

Outline Your Post:

HOw will you promote this post?

(begin to draft your blog post by listing the main points you will cover)
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Use this to set your affiliate goals and track your progress. Fill out each dollar amount and color it
in as you reach each of your goals.

Affiliate Goals & Organization

$_____

$_____

$_____

$_____


